SUPER-SPECIAL AWARD is not automatic and must be handled by location attendant.

Super-Special Award may be 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900 or 1,000. For maximum player interest the 1,000 Super-Special Award ($50.00 on nickel-play) is recommended.

If you wish to post value of Super-Special Award on machine, place one of the enclosed cards under lid-glass (in clear-glass opening provided for instruction card).

If you do not wish to post value of Super-Special Award, use a card which does not refer to Super-Special Award.

The particular card to be used depends on 3 factors: (1) value of Special, (2) value of Super-Special, (3) mode of operation — replay or automatic payout.

FORM DELUXE DRAW BELL — 1002
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE
IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN
TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60 REPLAYS
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60 REPLAYS

SUPER-SPECIAL...400 REPLAYS

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT

DDB-60-400-R
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then
deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR
is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each
reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60 REPLAYS

SUPER-SPECIAL...500 REPLAYS

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT

DDB-60-500-R
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60 REPLAYS

SUPER-SPECIAL...600 REPLAYS

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60 REPLAYS

SUPER-SPECIAL...700 REPLAYS

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

If handle will not operate, push button under coin-chute to return coin.

To hold and draw push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

Reels may be held only after first spin.
Reels may not be held after a winning score appears.
If Hold-Button is pushed by mistake, push cancel button.

Special...60 replays
Super-Special...800 replays

3 bars score super-special in addition to special when bell is lit.

DDB-60-800-R
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60 REPLAYS

SUPER-SPECIAL...900 REPLAYS

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60 REPLAYS

SUPER-SPECIAL...1000 REPLAYS

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60
SUPER-SPECIAL...500

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60
SUPER-SPECIAL...600

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60
SUPER-SPECIAL...700

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60
SUPER-SPECIAL...800

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE
IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60
SUPER-SPECIAL...900

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE
IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...60
SUPER-SPECIAL...1000

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...90
SUPER-SPECIAL...500

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT

DDB-90-500-A
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN.

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL... 90
SUPER-SPECIAL... 600

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...90
SUPER-SPECIAL...700

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...90
SUPER-SPECIAL...800

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...90
SUPER-SPECIAL...900

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT
DEPOSIT COIN IN CHUTE AND PUSH HANDLE

IF HANDLE WILL NOT OPERATE, PUSH BUTTON UNDER COIN-CHUTE TO RETURN COIN

TO HOLD AND DRAW push Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held; then deposit coin and push handle to spin reels not held. When EXTRA DRAW STAR is lit, player may continue to hold and draw by pushing Hold-Button opposite each reel to be held, depositing coin and pushing handle to spin reels not held.

REELS MAY BE HELD ONLY AFTER FIRST SPIN
REELS MAY NOT BE HELD AFTER A WINNING SCORE APPEARS
IF HOLD-BUTTON IS PUSHED BY MISTAKE, PUSH CANCEL BUTTON

SPECIAL...90
SUPER-SPECIAL...1000

3 BARS SCORE SUPER-SPECIAL IN ADDITION TO SPECIAL WHEN BELL IS LIT